Blockchain is a game changer for the $20tn Global Trade Industry.

Around the world, supply chain issues require unique solutions and targeted methodologies to fully address individual pain points.

envoy gets to the heart of the challenges and has created a special formula to bring all the moving parts together, better than ever before.

Global Trade is in trouble
- Supply chain friction caused by global payment barriers
- Manual paper documentation causes expense, delays and fraud
- Chronic shortfalls in supply and trade financing for SMEs

A Token Based Platform to Solve Real World Problems

VOY Token is the key.

Giving full access to the global trade revolution, VOY harnesses the power of crypto and deploys it in the real world.

Now, it’s your turn, stake VOY and put it to work.

Earn real returns as a trade financier along-side the world’s largest banks.

The envoy Token (VOY)

VOY sits at the heart of envoy’s efficiency.

It is a utility token native to the Corda blockchain built with teleport bridges to multiple blockchains commencing with ERC-20 and is a core component of the envoy funding revolution.

Stay tuned for Stellar, Tezo Polkadot and other side chains.

VOY enables Sustainable DeFi and ESG supply chain payment remittance to move faster and more efficiently giving stakers a return on their DeFi holding.

Digital asset ticker: VOY
- Issue price: $2.65
- VOY total supply: 500,000,000
- VOY initial circulation: 50,000,000
- Corda / ERC-20

Initial Exchanges:
- Liquid, Uniswap
- Coming Soon: KuCoin, Binance

Public Launch
- Q4 2021

Target Returns
- Variable return against the quantity of staked tokens to begin at 5-20% annually.

envoy DeFi
- Providing token holders an opportunity to democratise trade finance and utilise their tokens in the real world by providing lending liquidity on the SCF platform.

Unlike other staking programs, envoy staking does not mindlessly dilute circulating supply by flooding the market with extraneous tokens, but instead provides a yield on staked tokens.
Tokenised Letter of Credit (tLC)

The Tokenised Letter of Credit (“tLC”) is one of enVoy’s first major innovations.

A tLC has all of the benefits of digitisation over paper-based processes, risk management, smart escrow, and removing fraud opportunities.

By both digitising and tokenising the letter of credit, we are able to create a unique non-fungible token (NFT) for each contract.

Tokenised Bills of Lading (tBL)

Our innovative NFT solution allows tBLs to be associated with a particular contract. It also links physical goods to digital contracts and processes.

Going a step further, enVoy applies security through unique digital signatures and encryption to prevent forgery.

By combining this with finance elements, loan terms, escrow, and smart workflows, enVoy can conditionally automate events including the release of title or transfer of goods.

What currently requires significant manual processing and human intervention, that can take days or even months to complete, can now happen automatically, in minutes.